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The paper introduces the ·'eye-trick". an optical illusion, and argues for its viability
o.s a didactlc means to mediate between young students' naturalistic perceptual judg
ments and mathematical descriptions of proponional equivalence classes (e.g., 2:3=4:
6=6:9=8:12=...etc.).
Cognitive-psychology (Suzuki & Cavanagh, 1998), biological (Thinus-Blanc,
1988), and developmental (Piaget & lnhelder, 1946) studies all suggest a human
capacity to pcrfonn perceptual judgments of proportional equivalence, e.g., between
two geometrically similar rectangle s. Such perfonnance appears 10 rely on what
Cobb and Steffe ( 1998, p . 55; see also Gelman, I 993) call "concepts in action, enac
tive concepts, rather than [on] abstract concepts embodying a sirucrural rclarionship
betwecn ...quantitics", as evidenced in students' notoriously low achievement in
numerical proportion problems (e.g., Kaput & West, 1994). By embracing students'
domain-appropriate 'enactive' knowledge, we hope to create '"insiruction (that) is in
hannony with (learners'] schemes'' (Cobb & Steffe, 1998, p. 48), and may thus pre
empt "discontinuities between the child's procedures and rhe child's concepts" (p. 58;
see also Vygotsky, 1978; and Freudenthal, 1981, on mathematization). Specifically in
!he domain of ratio and proportion, the "eye-trick", a perceprual illusion (see below),
may afford srudents an opportunily for "logico-mathematjcal siructuration that....goes
beyond ptrctprion" (Piaget & lnhelder, 1969. p. 49, my italics).
The motivation of 1his work is our belief tha1 ratio and proportion is an advantageous
conceptual entry 10 rational numbers (e.g., see Confrey, I 998) because ratios do not
require embedded numbers, as fractions do. Fractions are parts-10-l-whole, and thus
present the perceptual-logical challenge of 'inclusion' (e.g., Singer & Resnick, 1992).
The simpler visual physical instantiations of whole-to-whole ratios in geometrically
similar shapes suggest a simpler approach. This work was done as part of our larger
projecl to utilize 1he mul1iplication table as .a source for teachingnearning rate, ratio,
and proportion as coming from iterated addition (see also Abrahamson, 2002; Cobb &
Steffe, 1998; see Abrahamson & Cigan, 2002, for an oulline of our curricular unit).
Method

The eye-trick involves two proportionate pictures (e.g., of heights 2cm&3cm and
4cm&6cm, Figure la). Children are asked 10 shut one eye to elim.inate their stereo-
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